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PURPOSE
The Electronic Commerce 
component of the Programme 
aims to help industrial SMEs 
promote and sell online

EXECUTING BODY
Jordan Enterprise Development 
Corporation (JEDCO)

TARGET GROUP
Industrial/manufacturing SMEs

CONTEXT AND ISSUES
 
The Programme is in line with government policy to shorten the time 
required for recovery of the national economy and the need for 
quick and flexible support to industrial SMEs to lessen the financial 
and economic impacts of the COVID-19 crisis. and facilitate the 
registration of their products in electronic stores, thus expanding 
their customer base by use of an electronic sales process locally and 
internationally to promJordan’s ICT sector has seen decades of 
expansion and a liberalisation agenda launched in the early 2000s. 

The ICT sector has been the focus of a series of reforms with new 
lending programmes and multiple tax incentives. The Ministry of 
Information and Communications Technology (MICT) and the 
Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (TRC) are the main 
government bodies overseeing ICT development.

Jordan’s ICT development targets are encapsulated in the MICT’s 
National ICT Strategy (NIS), spanning 2013-17 and the REACH2025 
national ICT development and digitisation strategy, successor to the 
NIS, which runs until 2025.

Recent sector development strategies have identified multiple ICT 
business lines offering considerable private sector investment 
opportunities, with the ongoing e-government services and 
digitisation drive expected to support private sector growth, 
enabling sustainable long-term development and the eventual 
transformation into a knowledge-based economy.ote national 
products.

SHORT DESCRIPTION
 
Eligible companies are industrial SMEs with at least two years of 
business operation and registration with the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade.  Thirty projects are targetted.

The Programme provides financial grant of JD 7,000 per project (to 
finance up to 70% of total project cost of JD 10,000) to help qualifying 
SMEs implement a process of promotion and electronic selling 
through virtual markets and electronic stores. 

Online application using google doc and submitted to JEDCO with an 

Industrial  SME Support 
Programme through Individual  
Services

electronic copy of the required attachments and documents. 

Applications reviewed and evaluated within a 3-4 week period. 

The -e-commerce store programme grant contributes to the costs of 
technical training and consulting for the establishment and 
management of up to 3 electronic stores and e-promotion inside the 
e-store. Selected SMEs first register in an online platform (e.g. 
Alibaba). 100% of the grant is disbursed when the project is 
implemented.
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CATEGORY
Reforms and business support

DURATION
 
announced 2 May 2020; 
applications due by 14 May 2020; 
project implementaion period of 
3 months.

BUDGET
 JOD 210,000 (e-commerce 
component)

KEY WORDS
Grant;  Digitalisation 
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This programme is not particularly innovative in that 
encouraging SMEs to develop their e-commerce capability is an 
emerging objective of governments in many countries. However, 
it is particularly important in the COVID-19 environment to 
support an acceleration of e-commerce usage by SMEs, and in 
particular to enable their exporting opportunities by way of 
building e-commerce stores on recognised platforms, such as 
Alibaba and Amazon. Incentives, such as the JEDCO programme, 
will work to achieve this. With evidence of success in this round 
of grants, the programme could be extended to additional 
rounds.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

TOOLS / SOURCE
Programme Instructions at:

Application form:

Jordan Enterprise Development Corporation (JEDCO) at: 

http://www.jedco.gov.jo/Pages/viewpage.aspx?pageID=214&PID=20&Id=41

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdNU9PbLffRR6E0Yj9eNHtTrEmVB-WoNcHqtsGyObmPLl0UDw/viewform

http://www.jedco.gov.jo/DetailsPage/JEDCOEN/NewsDetails.aspx?PID=1372/
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